
Apparel Team Lead

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Hard working reliable team player with the ability to work under pressure and meet tight 
deadlines. Able to work independently or effectively as a group leader. Easily able to adapt to a 
changing and complex work environment. Rapidly develops any specialized knowledge to perform
at peak efficiency and thrives on challenges. Skilled in intuitively assessing and relating to 
customers' moods and preferences while adapting to their diverse personalities.

Skills

Customer Service, Team Leader.

Work Experience

Apparel Team Lead
ABC Corporation  2006 – 2013 
 Ensured providing exceptional customer service is the top priority of every interaction.
 Trained and developed associates.
 Provided feedback on how associates are executing day-to-day tasks.
 Provided direction to associates so that customers are assisted in a timely, efficient and 

knowledgeable manner.
 Suggested methods to improve department operations.
 Assisted senior team lead or manager with daily operation of the department.
 Worked as a leader or member on special projects.

Apparel Team Lead
Delta Corporation  2006 – 2006 
 Oversee the daily operating duties of the apparel team with specific focus on Kids and T-

shirts.
 Assist the store management team with general supervision in assigned department and 

other areas of the store as needed Clear communication through .
 Related Skills Analytical &amp; Critical Thinking Skills React to issues, emergencies &amp;/or 

problems in a professional and timely manner Gather data, .
 Communication &amp; Customer Service Skills Excellent communication skills, both written 

and oral, with people at all levels Dedicated to professional .
 Achievements/Awards/Affiliations Deans List (TCC) Spring 2010.
 Assignment of daily projects to team, CAD sets (alas )plan a grams resets, freight flow, 

clearance apparel projects, customer service , more options .
 Used Team leader,computer, telephone , iPhone,receiving, merchandiser, hand held 

scanner,safety team leader.

Education

Business Management
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